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What is an Ig Nobel Prize?
◎ Satire on Nobel Prizes

◎ Celebrates ten unusual 
achievements in scientific 
research

◎ Ig Nobel ← Ignobel

◎ Annually awarded since 1991
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The 2005 Ig Nobel Prize for Science Education
was awarded to the

Kansas State Department of Education for… 

“mandating that children should not believe in
Darwin’s theory of evolution any more than they
believe in Newton’s theory of gravitation, Faraday’s
and Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism, or
Pasteur’s theory that germs cause disease”



Are Cats a 
Liquid?

GoatMan: How I Took a 
Holiday from Being Human

Of Flying Frogs 
and Levitrons
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Wombat Poo is Cube-Shaped?

◎ “It is currently poorly understood how 
these animals produce geometric 
scats”

◎ How?
○ Pelvic bones compress poo?
○ Square exit hole?

◎ Why?
○ Square poo doesn’t roll off rocks
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Disproving Existing Theories
Pelvic bones are nowhere near the large intestine
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Round exit hole



Wombat Intestines?!



Measuring Wombat Intestines

Thickness Stiffness



Modelling Wombat Intestines



Why Should We Strive To Know This?

◎ Non-invasive procedure for 
diagnosing wombat health

◎ Cube formation in 
manufacturing

◎ Insight into how illnesses 
affect human intestine 
stiffness
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Fun Fact!
A group of wombats is called a “wisdom”
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1974

• How will bridge height affect perceived attraction towards a individual?

• More male participants on the high bridge, called the female post-interaction

• Misattributed bridge height arousal to attraction towards female

2007

• How will white noise affect gambling intensity?

• Participants exposed to white noise had a higher average bet size

• Misattributed white noise arousal to “lucky feeling”

2010
• How will a 1-metre saltwater crocodile affect gambling intensity?

Misattribution of Arousal
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We incorrectly attribute the source of an emotional state a.k.a “arousal”

e.g. Roller coasters and scary movies are good date ideas because when reflecting on them, 
we interpret our excitement as feelings for our companion



The Experiment
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Koorana Saltwater Crocodile Farm

103 tourists



Insert dalle 2 image here
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Australian Patent Office introduced 
the “Innovation Patent”

John Keogh tests the new patent by 
attempting to patent the wheel

John Keogh is successful in his 
application
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What is Sleep Apnoea?

◎ Sleeping disorder that 
disrupts breathing and 
reduces sleep quality as a 
result

◎ Intervention by “continuous 
positive airway pressure 
therapy”
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The Experiment

◎ Baseline assessment

◎ Lessons for a month
1.      Lip technique
2:      Circular breathing
3/4:  Review + Advanced Techniques

◎ Practice for three months after

◎ Follow-up assessment
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Sheep Shearing

◎ Very high injury rate
○ 15% pa vs average 2.6% pa

◎ Every 2.5 min for 8 hours
○ Catch
○ Tip
○ Drag
○ Sheer
○ Guide it away
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The Experiment

◎ Participants

◎ Floor materials
○ Wood battens ‖ drag
○ Wood battens ⊥ drag
○ Plastic battens ‖ drag
○ Plastic battens ⊥ drag
○ Steel mesh

◎ Slopes
○ 0° (horizontal)
○ 5.6° (1:10)
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8 x 5 x



Results

Dragging Force on Sheep (N) Coefficient of Friction
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Slope = 0° Slope = 5.6°

Wood ‖ 388.2 359.2

Wood ⊥ 400.4 376.4

Plastic ‖ 395.6 370.1

Plastic ⊥ 405.4 378.9

Steel Mesh 422.8 394.1

Slope = 0° Slope = 5.6°

Wood ‖ 0.507 0.484

Wood ⊥ 0.606 0.585

Plastic ‖ 0.620 0.596

Plastic ⊥ 0.688 0.645

Steel Mesh 0.928 0.858422.8

359.2

0.928

0.484



Maths

𝐹 = Force to pull sheep

𝑊 = Weight of sheep

𝛼 = Angle of pull

𝜇𝑘 = Coefficient of friction
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𝐹 =
𝜇𝑘𝑊

cos 𝛼 + 𝜇𝑘 sin 𝛼

𝐹

𝛼

𝑊

𝜇𝑘

𝛼 = 0𝑜 ⇒ F = 𝜇𝑘𝑊

Pulling Sheep Horizontally

𝛼 = 90𝑜 ⇒ F = 𝑊

Lifting Sheep Vertically
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The Experiment
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“Improperly disposed beer bottles not only present a physical and 
“visual” hazard in the environment, but also could potentially 
cause great interference with the mating of a beetle species”
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Thank you for listening!

Ig Nobel Prizes “first make people laugh, and 

then make them think”. Perhaps one of the 

best ways to engage people in science.


